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Measurements

Fiber Standard FabricsSpecial Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world´s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxury 
one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Corner module: This RAYN corner module can help to create the perfect sectional sofa. It comes with luxuriously 
comfortable top-quality cushions. The corner module can be used perfectly as a stand alone lounge chair as well.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber. Woven with fabric ribbons and tubes
Characteristics: Elegant, markant, geräumig, luxuriös, modular, vielseitig
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Item code: 95078006

Item code: 95078016
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RAYN
Corner module

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078007 | Weight 17 kg/38 lbs | Volume 0,83 m³/29 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,45 m/7.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95078007

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world’s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxu-
ry one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Center module: This RAYN center module can help to create the perfect sectional sofa. It has a fiber weave and comes 
with luxuriously comfortable top-quality cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections
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RAYN
Center module

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078007 | Weight 17 kg/38 lbs | Volume 0,83 m³/29 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,45 m/7.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

Additional ItemsFiber Standard

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95078008

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world’s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxu-
ry one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Left module, incl. left armrest: This RAYN left module with left armrest can help to create the perfect sectional sofa. 
It has a fiber weave and comes with luxuriously comfortable top-quality cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Cover

Tray

078099201

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections
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RAYN
Left module, incl. left armrest

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078008 | Weight 30 kg/67 lbs | Volume 1,04 m³/37 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,10 m/9.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95078009

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world’s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxu-
ry one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Right module, incl. right armrest: This RAYN right module with right armrest can help to create the perfect sectional 
sofa. It has a fiber weave and comes with luxuriously comfortable top-quality cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Additional Items

Cover

Tray

078099201

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections
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RAYN
Right module, incl. right armrest

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078009 | Weight 30 kg/67 lbs | Volume 1,04 m³/37 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,10 m/9.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95078005

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world’s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxu-
ry one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Left module: This RAYN left module can help to create the perfect sectional sofa. It has a fiber weave and comes with 
luxuriously comfortable top-quality cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections
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RAYN
Left module

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078005 | Weight 22 kg/49 lbs | Volume 1,02 m³/36 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,80 m/11.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95078003

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world’s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxu-
ry one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Right module: This RAYN right module can help to create the perfect sectional sofa. It has a fiber weave and comes 
with luxuriously comfortable top-quality cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections
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RAYN
Right module

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078003 | Weight 22 kg/49 lbs | Volume 1,02 m³/36 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,80 m/11.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95078013

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world’s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxu-
ry one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

3-seater, incl. left + right armrest: This RAYN three-seater sofa features left and right armrests. It has a fiber weave 
and comes with luxuriously comfortable top-quality cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Additional Items

Cover

Tray

078099201

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

RAYN
3-seater, incl. left + right armrest

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078013 | Weight 49 kg/109 lbs | Volume 1,8 m³/64 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 10,55 m/12.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95078018

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world’s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxu-
ry one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Daybed, incl.left armrest: This RAYN daybed features a generously proportioned armrest on the left side. It has a 
fiber weave and comes with luxuriously comfortable top-quality cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Additional Items

Cover

Tray

078099201

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

RAYN
Daybed, incl. left armrest

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078018 | Weight 32 kg/71 lbs | Volume 1,23 m³/44 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,60 m/6.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95078017

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world’s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxu-
ry one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Daybed, incl.right armrest: This RAYN daybed features a generously proportioned armrest on the right side. It has a 
fiber weave and comes with luxuriously comfortable top-quality cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

Additional Items

Cover

Tray

078099201

Incl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

RAYN
Daybed, incl. right armrest

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078017 | Weight 32 kg/71 lbs | Volume 1,23 m³/44 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,60 m/6.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Fiber Standard

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95078019

Special Features

· The furniture is fitted with sliding mechanisms for
height adjustment.

· The furniture is fitted with wheels.
· The backrest mechanism allows the stepless adjustment of your

furniture thanks to a gas spring.

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world´s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxury 
one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Beach chair: This RAYN beach chair features a fully adjustable back and wheels for easy mobility. Woven of fiber, it 
comes with luxuriously comfortable top-quality cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Options: Available with a hook-catching mechanism that is advisable for contract use.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.

RAYN
Beach chair adjustable, incl. wheels

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078019 | Weight 15 kg/34 lbs | Volume 0,37 m³/13 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 4,60 m/7.00 yd (plain fabric only)
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Measurements

Fiber Standard

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Fabrics

Item code: 95078031

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

cm
inch

88

25
17

88

RAYN
Footstool

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078031 | Weight 11 kg/25 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/7 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,35 m/3.25 yd (plain fabric only)

0117

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world´s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxury 
one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Footstool: This square RAYN footstool comes with luxuriously comfortable top-quality cushions.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber. Woven with fabric ribbons and tubes
Characteristics: Elegant, markant, geräumig, luxuriös, modular, vielseitig
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
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Measurements

Colors frame Colors tabletopSpecial Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining the 
comfort and sophistication of the world’s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxury one 
expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Coffee table 88 × 88 cm: This square coffee table is the perfect complement to RAYN’s seating elements. It features a top 
of elegant, impact-resistant industrial porcelain.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated with a table top made of mineral composite
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
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mocca

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

RAYN
Coffee table

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078036 | Weight 26,5 kg/58,5 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/7 cu ft

cm
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Measurements

Special Features

The furniture is fitted with 
sliding mechanisms for height 
adjustment.

Collection: Designed by Philippe Starck, RAYN is a modular system of remarkable breadth and versatility, combining 
the comfort and sophistication of the world’s finest indoor systems with all of the outdoor knowhow and barefoot luxu-
ry one expects from DEDON. RAYN features luxuriously comfortable cushions developed in Italy.

Coffee table 88 × 176 cm: This rectangular coffee table is the perfect complement to RAYN’s seating elements. It 
features a top of elegant, impact-resistant industrial porcelain.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated with two table tops made of mineral composite
Characteristics: Elegant, distinctive, spacious, luxurious, modular, versatile
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Additional Items

CoverIncl. „Connector” piece 
for secure connection of 
individual sections

Colors frame Colors tabletop
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RAYN
Coffee table

Design by Philippe Starck | Item code: 078038 | Weight 53 kg/117 lbs | Volume 0,39 m³/13 cu ft

0117




